Suzanne Langlois <langlois.suzanne@gmail.com>  

to wendy  

You are too hilarious! But you should move the plastic containers away from the toaster. Here's something that I lost sleep over last night - HOT POTATO ALERT - if those plastic containers are too close to the toaster oven, they could melt, and cause you guys to inhale toxic fumes. I don't want that for you guys, so I insist that you put every plastic container on your counter into the recycling for pick up tomorrow. You are absolved of earth guilt because you are doing it for my insomnia relief, not because you are a republican global-warming denier. And so you can sleep tonight, rather than think of the fumes, like I did. But you are way more virtuous than I am. Don't tell ANYONE, but I never reuse ugly jars, like the ones that have paul newman's head etched into them. He's still handsome and all, but not all warped up on a 2# jar looking jaundiced from his honey-colored face.

Thank you for reading and sharing your neurosis with me. Next time, I will confess to you what I do with plastic newspaper sleeves.